4m Traditional Cotton Rope Hammock with Hanging Hardware
RRP: $219.95
There's nothing like a traditional rope hammock to turn your backyard
into a relaxing retreat, especially in the summertime. With this nearly 4metre-long cotton rope hammock by Randy & Travis Machinery, you'll
have a great spot for reading, sipping a cool drink, or just daydreaming
as you soak up the sunshine. Crafted from soft cotton, this hammock will
wrap you in cool comfort on lazy afternoons and after-work snoozes.
Its 208-centimetre bed can accommodate practically all your taller family
members and friends. And, its 182-kilogramme weight capacity can hold
two people comfortably, thanks to its maximum-density rope. That
density also provides more support for your back, keeping your spine in
its natural position and you more comfortable. Each rope pulls against
the others to create a lattice design, avoiding uncomfortable knots in the
actual bed section. Double-looped strands connect the bed section to
the hand-crafted ring knots making the bed extra strong and durable.
With more than 304.8 metres of dense cotton fibres supporting you, all
you need to do is relax.
Don't wait until summer arrives to order your hammock. Get yours today!
Fe a ture s a nd spe c ific a tions:
Material: Natural cotton rope and hardwood spreader bar
Colour: Off-white and natural wood
Rope density: 8mm
Weight capacity: 182kg
Seating capacity: 2 persons
Bed length: 2.08 m
Dimensions (overall): 3.96 x 1.397m (L x W)
Accessories: 2 chains and 2 tree hooks for hanging
Maximum density rope supports your back
Easy to clean with a mild detergent, a soft scrub brush, and water
for rinsing (or use Oxyclean)
*Note: Allow time for your hammock to stretch into its full length, then
adjust the chains as it stretches.
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